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B4_E8_BE_BD_c34_554181.htm 1. In ____the central committee of

the Communist Party of China held a historic meeting in Beijing and

decided to open the door of China to the outside world and the

other. A.1979 B.1980 C.1978 D.1977 2. With only 7% of the world

’s farmland,China successfully feeds___of the world’s population

A.15% B.22% C.20% D.18% 3. Mr. Green : I just want to offer you

some of my personal ideas about how to manager you hotel. Hotel

Manager :That’s very kind of you.Your ideas will___us a great

deal. A. healthy B. good C.benefit D.harm 4. Jack: We are leaving

Chinese for home tomorrow,Do you happen to know anything

about theshy.&shy.___at the customes? A. regulation B. places C.

benefit D.harm 5.Thank you very much for your information and

advice.It will___me a lot of trouble that I might otherwise be

involved in. A. offer B. reduce C.give D.save 6.This T_shirt___in

three sizes and four colors. A. comes B. has C.forms D.takes 7.I hope

you’ll___an enjoyable time en route. A. make B. do C. have D.

give 8.The Great Wall is divided into two sections,the east and

west,with___Province as the dividing line. A. Gansu B. Liaoning C.

Ningxia D.Shanxi 9.Show me your arm and let me___your blood

pressure. A. look B. take C.see D.measure 10.Family life and homes

are very important to the Chinese,which explain partly why ___ is a

serious issue in China. A. caring B.transportation C.houseing

D.cloth 11.Which does not belong to Chinese traditional festivals? A.



Spring Festival B. labour’s Day C.Lantern Festival D.Dragon boat

12.To commemorate ___,August 1st is celebrated as PLA Day. A.

Jingangshan Uprising B. Nanjing Uprising C. Zunyi Conference

D.Harvest Uprising 13.Garden Buliding is considered a chief

component of Chinese culture.The Chinese garden has a long

history. It first appeared in the form of a hunting preserve for

emperors and nobels during the ___Dynasty. A. Xia B. Shang

C.Zhou D.Qin 14.Garden of Harmonious Unity is also called___ A

Summer Palace B Palace Museum C.Dingling Mausoleum

D.Forbidden City 15.Buddhism is said to be founed in __in the 6th

century B.C. A. India B. China C. Pakistan D.Vietnam

16.Clerk:___________? Tourist: I’m just looking right now.

Thank you. A.What do you want? B. What time is it ? C.How time

flies! D.Have you been helped/ 17. T: Can you give me a discount?

C:____________? A. Perhaps. B.Just a moment. C.I’ll have to

consult my boss. D.Let me have a look. 18.C:What__of Kodak films

would you like to buy? T:I’m not quite sure. A. kind B. name

C.color D. place 19.T:Is bargaining a common practice in China? C:

Not in our store._________________. A. We don’t have any

cheaper one . B. We give full value to the money we receive. C.We

have bargaining. D.But I can send them to your room. 20.T:I hope I

’m not being ripped off. C:Ripped off ? That’s__in our city. A. a

dream B. strange C.out of the question D.out of question "#F8F8F8"
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